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Check it out-it’s fun to know!! 

 

Nine-Star-Person-Find out Which One you belong to? 

Based on Flying Star Theory that has 9-stars and each has its own unique 

characteristics and traits. Since this method is using the year of birth, like the Chinese 

Zodiac Year reading, the year pillar is only 15% of the life composition and therefore the 

maximum desired result could be achieved is up to 15%.  

See the following example of four pillars. 

 

 

Four Pillars of Life 

Hour Pillar                Day Pillar      Month Pillar        YEAR PILLAR 

癸癸癸癸 Water 5%  庚庚庚庚Metal 丁丁丁丁 Fire 5% 戊戊戊戊Earth 5% 

未未未未 Earth20% 戍戍戍戍Earth15% 已已已已Fire 40% 戌戌戌戌Earth 10% 

 

 

Method to calculate your star: 

Male: 100 minus the last two digits year of birth and divided by 9, the balance of single 

digit number (decimal) is your star number. After division and if without any decimal, then 

your star is 9 purple.  

Female: Last two digits of year of birth minus 4 and divided by 9, the balance of single 

digit number (decimal) is your star number. After division and if without any decimal, then 

your star is 9 purple.  
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For East Reference I Have Calculated Your Star 
Year of 

birth 

1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 

Male 2 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 2 

Female 1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 1 

Year of 

birth 

1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 

Male 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 2 4 

Female 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 1 2 

Year of 

birth 

1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 

Male 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 2 4 3 

Female 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 

Year of 

birth 

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 

Male 2 1 9 8 7 6 2 4 3 2 

Female 4 8 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 

Year of 

birth 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Male 1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Female 8 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 8 

Year of 

birth 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Male 9 8 7 6 2 4 3 2 1 9 

Female 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 8 6 

Year of 

birth 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Male 8 7 6 2 4 3 2 1 9 8 

Female 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 8 6 7 

Year of 

birth 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Male 7 6 2 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 

Female 8 9 1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 

Year of 

birth 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Male 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 

Female 9 1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 
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One White Star Person(一白命一白命一白命一白命) 

General Traits: 

One-White-Star person is normally a sentimental and compassionate person but at 

times passive and mediocre when come to critical decision making. Incline towards 

career such as economist, philosopher, trading, logistic or diplomats. Female with such 

star is able to handle relationship better than male with such star. 

Incompatible with: two black star/five yellow star/eight white star 

Advantage from: Star 6 and Star 7 persons 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, your bedroom should be located in the North sector of your house and in case 

circumstances do not warrant you to do so, then your bed or head should be facing such 

direction. 

 

Two-Black-Star Person (二黑命二黑命二黑命二黑命) 

General Traits: 

Two-black-star person is normally a less talkative person and more of a thinker. 

Whenever you need an idea this person will present it to you, but not necessary a good 

one tough. Education, teacher, wholesaler, religion, and intermediaries are the career 

path for star 2 person. Female with such star is more thrift with better financial 

management, while male with such star like to flirt around and end up with short-term 

relationships. Motherly tone! 

Incompatible with: star 3 and Star 4 persons. 

Advantage from:  Star 9 and Star 1 persons. 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, your bedroom should be located in the Southwest corner of your home, should 

you cannot place your bedroom there then your bed or head should be facing the 

southwest direction. 
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Three-Jade Green-Star Person(三碧命三碧命三碧命三碧命)：：：： 

General Traits: 

Three-Jade-Star person is normally an active person, will not sit still and like to socialize.  

Nightlife should be his or her liking. This person does not like status quo. A direct person 

who will tell you off!  A highly confident person that can work as judge, lawyer, news 

broadcaster and enforcement officers. 

Incompatible with: Star 6 and star 7 persons. 

Advantage from: Star 2, 5 and 8 persons 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, your bedroom should be in the East sector of your home and for some reasons 

this is not possible then your bed or head should be facing East direction. 

 

Four Navy Green Star (四綠四綠四綠四綠命命命命) 

General Traits: 

Four-Navy-Green-Star is a constant learner, always seek opportunity to learn new 

things but does not necessary means productive one. Others might take advantage of 

his or her fragile of sympathetic heart. Promoter, broker, management, cosmetics and 

handicrafts sectors are suitable for Star 4 person. 

Incompatible with: Star 6 and star 7 persons. 

Advantage from: Star 1, Star 2, Star 5, and Star 8 persons.  

 

Feng Shui remedy: 

Ideally, your bedroom should be in Southeast sector and if it is impossible for some 

reasons, then your bed or head should be facing Southeast direction. 

 

Five Yellow Star-(五黃命五黃命五黃命五黃命)：：：： 

General Traits: 

A quiet person with leadership attribute but at times his or her actions are rather 

unpredictable. Such person will go the extra mile to help the needy. Star 5 person can 

do well in property, agricultural, intermediaries and management areas. 

Incompatible with: Star 3 and Star 4 persons. 

Advantage from: Star 1 person 
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Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, this person bedroom should be in the center of the home if somehow this is 

impossible, then your bed or head while sleeping should be facing the Southwest 

(period 8 water star) 

 

Six White Star Person(六白命六白命六白命六白命) 

General Traits: 

A charismatic reliable person that one can count on, he or she will deliver what has been 

promised. However, at times this person over-confident will lead to unwarranted 

circumstances. A headstrong and stubborn person with strong principles. 

Enforcement officers, labor intensive, Jewelry, financial, transportation and movie 

industries are best fit for Star 6 person. 

Incompatible with:  Star 9 person. 

Advantage from: Star 3 and Star 4 persons 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, Northwest is the best location for your bedroom and if for some reasons this is 

not possible, your head or bed should be facing Northwest direction. 

 

Seven-Red-Star Person(七赤命七赤命七赤命七赤命) 

General Traits:  

This person is normally an over aggressive person that will not give up easily. At times 

over aggressiveness might hurt friendship. With sense of humor but lack of patient. 

Suitable in acting, promotion, and lawyers sectors 

Incompatible with: Star 9 person. 

Advantage from: Star 3 and Star 4 persons. 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, this person bedroom should be located in the West sector of your home 

and if somehow this is not possible, you can place your bed or head facing the 

direction of West. 
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Eight-White-Star Person(八白命八白命八白命八白命) 

General Traits: 

This is a stable, well-mannered and thoughtful person. But headstrong and stubborn are 

the biggest weakness. A thinker that is suitable in management, accountant, lecturer 

and die-hard industries. 

Incompatible with: Star 3 and Star 4. 

Advantage from: Star 1 person. 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, your bedroom should be in the Northeast sector of your house and if this is not 

possible, then your head or bed should be facing such direction. 

 

Nine-Purple-Star Person(九紫命九紫命九紫命九紫命) 

General Traits: 

Nine--purple-star person is a happy-go-lucky, optimistic and cheerful person but at times, 

his or her actions are hard to predict. Star 9 person is insecure and afraid of loneliness. 

Will do well in IT, computers, telecommunications, food and beverages sectors. 

Incompatible with: Star 1 person. 

Advantage from: Star 3 and Star 4 persons. 

 

Feng Shui Remedy: 

Ideally, such person bedroom should be in the south sector and if it is impossible then 

your bed or head should be facing such direction. 

 

MORE ON FENG SHUI 

Feng Shui for Children 

Hyperactive Children 

The star 3 governs the behavioral of Children especially below age of 12. This active 

and aggressive star energies need to be drained in case you have a hyperactive child 

that seem cannot sit still. Since this star is Wood in accordance to five-element theory, 

you need to place red color Feng Shui items such as red wood horse, red carpet, pink 

curtain or any red ornaments in such location.  Look for period 8 (from 2003-2023) the 
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number 3 star is in the South and as for yearly flying star locale please refer website of 

my book. 

 

Low Attention Span Children 

The Star 4 governs the concentration of Children especially for schoolwork. In the period 

8, star 4 location is in the North sector while for yearly location please refer my website 

or book. Like star 3, star 4 also Wood in accordance to five-element theory, to create 

more of such energies, since water creates wood, you can place water plants or a cup of 

water in this location. 

 

Rebellious Children 

The star 7 governs the aggressiveness of children before age 18, since rebellious kids 

are normally over-aggressive; we need to drain away such energies by using the five 

element solution methods.  In period 8, the star 7 is found in the Southeast sector of 

your home. We need to place blue or black color Feng Shui items (carpet, doormat, 

curtain, ornaments, sofa, chair etc) to drain off such energies. Check out the yearly Star 

7 location in my website or book. 


